X3: Albion Prelude
This is the main page for all information relating to X3: Albion Prelude.
X3: Albion Prelude was first released in 2011 and the most recent version is 3.3 (2017).
Notable features of this incarnation of X3 are the addition of Rapid Response NPC ships, Jump Beacons, war zones and stock exchanges.

Ranks
Ships
M1 — Carrier Class. Ships of this class are able to economically bring large swarms of fighters (or corvettes and bombers

in the case of the Aran, Kyoto and Valhalla) into battle while delivering some capital ship grade damage to enemies at a
distance.
M2+ — Heavy Destroyers. Ships of this class are very slow, heavily shielded and bearing lethal firepower. These flagships
are as much of a bane to their enemies as the construction cost is to their owners.
M2 — Destroyers. These ships deal high sustained damage and have shielding that makes mincemeat of most fighters,
corvettes and stations. This comes at the cost of low speed and maneuverability combined with a large hit box.
M3+ — Heavy Fighters. Bearing more guns and shields that conventional M3 fighters at the cost of maneuverability.
M3 — Fighters. These ships have substantially higher durability and firepower but less maneuverable compared to The M4
and M5. A greater range of missile can be mounted to them.
M4+ — Heavy interceptors. An intermediate between M3 and M4 ships which combines the defense of the M3 and the
offense of the M4.
M4 — Interceptors. General purpose combat ships in between M3 and M5 classes and have can mount the unique
weapon types of their creating races.
M5 — Scouts. Ships of this class are used for exploration, ferrying equipment, scanning asteroids and drawing heavy
enemy fire in an economical manner.
M6+ — Heavy Corvettes. These ships are better shielded and have higher damage than M6 types but are slower.
M6 — Corvettes. A ship class less agile than a fighter but with at least twice the shielding and the ability to mount weapons
that deal heavier damage. Stronger missiles are available to this class, too.
M7 — Frigates. These ships have over three times the shielding and the ability to mount weapons that deal heavier
damage than a M6 corvette. However, they lack the laser generators for sustained firing and are less agile.
M7C — Carrier Frigates. This class contains frigates exchanging firepower for a hanger able to carry fighter squadrons into
battle.
M7M — Missile Frigates. Bringing total doom to anything in their path and great for boarding enemy ships however, these
ships require a large economy to keep them supplied with missiles.
M8 — Bombers. Designed to eliminate any ship too slow to dodge torpedo missiles (ships bigger than a M6 and stations).
These ships have a limited ability to fend off attacking fighters and the ability to keep them supplied with torpedo missiles.
TL — Large Transports. These ships have huge cargo holds able to carry whole stations and even the ability to dock
fighters. The are unable to dock at stations and relying on Freight Drones for trade.
TM — Military Transports. Lightly armed ships able to dock multiple fighters for more economical redeployment and
hauling.
TP — Personnel Transports. These transport ships are designed for the luxury transport of large numbers of passengers.
They are a must have for taxi missions and act as a storage for spare marines/mercenaries.
TS+ — Heavy Small Transports. Trade ships with increased firepower, shielding and cavernous cargo holds in exchange
for reduced speed and a larger price tag.
TS — Small Transports. These ships make ideal traders and commercial agents for stations.They are able to carry XL
goods with large cargo holds.
Miscellaneous — Misc. Every space object which is not a ship itself but can be targeted, like drones, mines, space suites,
etc.

Starting Scenarios
Guides/Hints
Boarding Hints
Complex Construction Guide
Self-sustaining Complex Templates
General Players Guide By DrSuperEvil (WIP)
Missions
Albion Prelude Main Plot
Breaking Grounds
Copie de Shady Business Plot

Corporation Troubles
Operation Loose Ends
Player Headquarters Plot
Poisoned Paranid: Obtaining the Cure!
Shady Business Plot
Tormented Teladi: Retreiving Your Ship!
Xenon HUB Plot
Stock Market Mechanics
Unfocussed Jumpdrive Mechanics

Stations
Player Headquarters

Wares: AP
Bio
Lasers: AP
Alpha Kyon Emitter
Beta Kyon Emitter
Cluster Flak Array
Concussion Impulse Generator
Electro-Magnetic Plasma Cannon
Energy Bolt Chaingun
Experimental Electro-Magnetic Plasma Cannon
Flak Artillery Array
Fragmentation Bomb Launcher
Fusion Beam Cannon
Gamma Kyon Emitter
Gauss Cannon
High Energy Plasma Thrower
Impulse Ray Emitter
Incendiary Bomb Launcher
Ion Cannon
Ion Disrupter
Ion Pulse Generator
Ion Shard Railgun
Mass Driver
Matter/Anti-Matter Launcher
Mobile Drilling System
Particle Accelerator Cannon
Phased Array Laser Cannon
Phased Repeater Gun
Phased Shockwave Generator
Photon Pulse Cannon
Plasma Beam Cannon
Plasma Burst Generator
Point Singularity Projector
Prototype Matter/Anti-Matter Launcher
Prototype Starburst Shockwave Cannon
Pulsed Beam Emitter
Repair Laser
Spare Laser 1
Spare Laser 2
Starburst Shockwave Cannon
Tractor Beam
Tri-Beam Cannon
Missiles: AP
Aurora Missile
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